Allocation of goods is a key feature in defining the connection between the individual and the collective scale in any society. Both the process by which goods are to be distributed, and the resulting allocation to the members of the society may affect the success of the population as a whole. One of the most striking natural examples of a highly successful cooperative society is the ant colony which often acts as a single superorganism. In particular, each individual within the ant colony has a "communal stomach" which is used to store and share food with the other colony members by mouth to mouth feeding. Sharing food between communal stomachs allows the colony as a whole to get its food requirements and, more so, allows each individual within the colony to reach its nutritional intake target. The vast majority of colony members do not forage independently but obtain their food through secondary interactions in which food is exchanged between individuals. The global effect of this exchange is not well understood. To gain better understanding into this process we used fluorescence imaging to measure how the collected food is distributed and homogenized within a Camponotus sanctus ant colony. Using entropic measures to quantify food-blending, we show that while collected food flows into all parts of the colony it homogenizes only partly. We show that mixing is controlled by the ants' interaction rule in which only a fraction of the maximal potential is actually transferred. This rule leads to a robust blending process: i.e., neither the exact food volume that is transferred, nor the interaction schedule are essential to generate the global outcome. Finally, we show how the ants' interaction rules may optimize a trade-off between fast dissemination and efficient mixing.
Introduction

1
Food sharing in social insects is a compelling example of cooperation within a 2 population [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Ants and bees can store a considerable amount of liquids in a 3 pre-digestion storage organ called the 'crop' [8] [9] [10] . The stored food can later be 4 regurgitated and passed on to others by mouth-to-mouth feeding (oral 5 trophallaxis) [10] [11] [12] . Trophallaxis is a principal mechanism of food-transfer between 6 individuals and therefore, the crop is often referred to as a "social stomach" [8] . 7 When food is exchanged through trophallaxis, it is stored within the crop of the 8 recipient workers and mixed with the rest of food in the crop [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Food blending is 9 therefore an important factor in any process mediated by trophallaxis: from nutrient 10 transfer and the maintenance of gestalt odor to hormonal regulation and information 11 sharing [8, 13, 18, 19] . The extent to which food is blended in the colony has only been 12 partially addressed before [3, 14, [20] [21] [22] and is still an open question.
13
Food blending is especially interesting in light of the fact that most colony members 14 do not leave the nest [5, 14, 16, 23, 24] , and all food is brought in by a a small fraction of 15 workers called the foragers [16, 25] . The interplay between food-supplies brought in by 16 different foragers can be expected to have an important role in the nutritional regulation 17 of the colony. Social insect colonies have a documented ability to tightly regulate both 18 the global nutritional intake [15, 21] and the dissemination of food to various 19 sub-populations (such as nurses, larvae and brood) which may have different nutritional 20 needs [5, 14, 16, 23] . The nature of this regulation is, however, not well understood.
21
Trophallactic food exchange requires physical contact between ants. The 22 dissemination process is therefore conveniently described by a time ordered network, in 23 which ants are the nodes and the food transfers are the (directed) edges. The topology 24 of this network provides the underlying infrastructure of the food-sharing 25 process [17, [26] [27] [28] . In the study of social insects and other real-world networks, the 26 topology of the network can frequently be traced while the details of particular 27 interactions are concealed [29, 30] . Indeed, previous studies that traced individuals in a 28 colony have mainly focused either on the network topology [26, 28] or on coarse grained 29 descriptions of food dissemination [1, 16, 22, 31] . In this study we use single ant 30 identification and fluorescently-labeled food (Fig. 1a) to measure not only the 31 interaction network but also the flow of food over this network.
32
The flow of food is limited by capacity: As the crop of ants is of finite size, this 33 imposes a constraint on the amount of food that can be transferred in an interaction.
34
This physical constraint limits the rate of mixing as ants become more and more full.
35
Therefore, a potential trade-off between fast rate of food accumulation and well mixed 36 outcome is expected.
37
The main objective of our study is using single ant measurement techniques to 38 quantify how food blends as it is being disseminated across an ant colony. To this end, 39 we use Shannon entropy to quantify the quality of mixing in ant's crop. The Shannon 40 entropy provides a single quantity that reflects the relative abundances of multiple 41 constituents [32] and therefore sets a common scale by which food homogenization can 42 be evaluated from our empirical data. Using our detailed measurements we characterize 43 the interaction network and the rules by which food flows across this network. We then 44 use hybrid simulations to identify which of these characteristics function as regulators of 45 March 4, 2019 2/30
(c) (d) Fig. 1 . Experimental procedure. a) Two tagged workers engaged in trophallaxis. The identity of ants (orange numbers) was determined using Bugtag barcodes. The volume of food in the ants' crop is measured using fluorescence imaging and overlaid in red. b-d) Food distribution across the colony and at different stages of the experiment. Markers (round: non-forager, square: forager) overlaid on ants depict their crop contents. Marker size is proportional to the food load held by each ant: Pa (small markers were set to a minimal size for clarity). Color division in markers of all ants depicts the computationally derived proportions of food in their crops according to the forager that first collected it ('food-types'): (P (f |A = a)). Scale bar is 1cm. See also supplemental movie "Food dissemination in ant colony".
food mixing, and which might play a lesser role. Finally, we employ a theoretical model 46 to study the trade-offs between food dissemination and nutritional homogenization.
47
Results
48
Food dissemination
50
We studied food (sucrose solution [80g/l]) dissemination in Camponotus sanctus ant 51 colonies residing in an artificial, single chamber nest and following famine relief (see 52 Materials and Methods, Experimental Setup). The dissemination process begins when 53 the foragers, a small subgroup of the ants which we label F = {1, 2, . . . , N foragers ≡ |F|}, 54 return to the nest with liquid food loaded at the food source. Back in the nest, the 55 foragers transfer the food to the non-forager population, 56 A = {N foragers + 1, N foragers + 2, . . . , N ants }, via trophallactic interactions (Fig. 1a) . As 57 food accumulates in the colony (Fig. 1b-d ) it also flows between non-forager ants as 58 they interact among themselves [17, 33] . (Fig. 1a) [17] . We 62 designate the total amount of food in the crop of a non-forager ant a at time t by n a (t) 63 and the total amount of food held by all non-forager ants by Z(t) = a∈A n a (t).
64
During the course of an experiment, the total amount of food held by the colony grows 65 until it reaches saturation (Fig. S1e) 1 [1, 33] . The fraction of the total food held by ant 66 a by P a (t) = n a (t)/Z(t) is not uniform across colony members (Figs.2a, S1 ) and is 67 restricted by variable physiological properties such as crop capacity.
68
As a first step towards quantifying food mixing in the ant colony we took a 69 forager-centric approach. The idea is to track how food brought in by each forager 70 spreads across the colony (Figs. 1b-d, 2a -b, S1c) and the degree to which these food 71 flows may overlap and mix. Since our experiments included a single food source we 72 implemented this approach using a computational procedure in which we define the 73 type of each 'food droplet' by the index of the forager, f ∈ F, that had initially 74 collected it at the food source (see 'Food tracking', Methods). This entails that the 75 number of 'food types' in the system is taken to be equal to the number of foragers.
76
Using the assumption that mixing of food inside the crop of an individual ant is 77 extremely rapid when compared to the rate at which food is transferred between ants,
78
we then tracked the trajectories of labeled food droplets as they flow through the colony 79 (see 'Food tracking', Methods). This procedure allowed us to define the empirically 80 measured probability, P a (t), described above (P a (t) can be viewed as the probability 81 that a randomly chosen 'food-droplet' is found within the crop of ant a) and consider 82 the inferred joint probability P f,a (t) = n f,a (t)/Z(t), which represents the probability 83 that food, originally collected by forager f , is located in the crop of ant a at time t.
84
To quantify the degree to which different foragers contributed to the total foraging effort we calculate the total amount of food of type f that has accumulated in the colony up to time t as P f (t) = a∈A P a,f (t). This probability function may be associated with an entropy, which we refer to as the types-entropy (H types ), and which quantifies the relative abundance of the different food types (for all entropy definitions refer to SI, 'Mathematical Framework' and Table S2 ). It is defined by:
(we suppress the explicit notation of time from here onward). Our measurements show 85 that H types increases as a function of time (Fig. 2c) and quickly approaches the upper 86 bound of log(|F|). This upper bound can only be saturated if all foragers bring in equal 87 amounts of food. As discussed below, H types sets a limit on the total level of mixing in 88 the colony.
89
The degree to which food brought in by a single forager, f , spreads across the colony 90 can be quantified by the conditional distribution P (a|F = f ) = P f,a /P f . We found that 91 the food initially collected by each and every forager reaches, practically, all members of 92 the colony (Fig. 2b) . This degree of dissemination dictates overlapping food flows such 93 that the crops of non-forager ants hold a mixture of food of several types (Fig. 1b-d) .
94
Food mixing
96
Mixing was assessed by tracking the differently labeled food droplets as they flow, 97 via the trophallactic network, from ant to ant. The conditional distribution 98 P (f |A = a) = P f,a /P a signifies the mixture of food-types in the crop of a specific ant a 99 (Fig. 2a) . Since each non-forager ant receives its load from multiple interactions with Entropies are normalized by log(|F|) to allow for data averaging over the three experiments. Lines are the mean over three experiments while shaded areas designate standard deviations. Depicted are the empirical entropy associated with the different proportions of food as brought in by each forager Htypes (blue), the empirical mixing entropy over all non-forager ants Hmix, (red) and the mixing entropy for hybrid simulations of randomized interaction volumes simulated over the empirical interaction schedule (N = 30, shaded area depicts standard deviation of the outcomes). Discontinuities are a consequence of the variable number of interactions among the three experiments. both foragers and non-foragers [17, 28] the food composition in her crop, P (f |A = a),
101
contains a mixture of differently labeled 'droplets'.
102
The level of blending in the crop of each individual ant, a, can be defined by the crop entropy:
The range of individual crop entropy, h indicates that all food in the ants crop originates in a single forager while log(|F|)
104
indicates that food in the crop is equally divided among all possible food types. We find 105 that the average mixing entropy (Fig. 2d) Fig. 2d ).
109
Mixing within the entire colony, as a whole, can be quantified by the conditional entropy, H(F |A). This global mixing entropy is defined as the average over individual crop entropies, h a mix , where each ant is weighted by its relative load, P a [32]:
Mixing entropy is bounded from below by zero, a value which signifies no mixing: the We find that as the number of interactions grows so does the mixing entropy, H mix 117 (Fig. 2c) . However, while the crop composition of a typical ant contains food that 118 originated from each of the foragers, the relative proportions of these food types differ 119 from ant to ant and do not match the proportions of food as brought in by the foragers 120 (Fig. 2a) . In other words, even though the types entropy (H types ) does approach the 121 maximal bound of log(|F|), the mixing entropy (H mix ) is lower during the entire course 122 of the experiment and reaches H mix /H types = 0.8 ± 0.02 (mean ±std over three 123 experiments) at the end of the experiments (Fig. 2c) . If the mixing entropy does 124 eventually reach the upper bound of the types entropy the time for this to occur is very 125 long.
126
To discern the causes of these intermediate mixing levels we focus next on the The flow of food across the colony can be described by focusing on two processes: 1) 133 The interaction network which is the time-ordered depiction of the pairs of ants engage 134 in trophallaxis. 2) Interaction volume which depicts food exchanged during an 135 interaction in terms of both the direction and the volume. Next, we briefly characterize 136 these two components.
137
Interaction network
138
Quantitative characterizations of temporal networks are difficult [35, 36] , and in this 139 section, we characterize network connectivity by studying the static graph which 140 includes all interactions. In particular, we are interested in testing whether network 141 connectivity (or its absence) may limit mixing. More accurate descriptions that take 142 into account the temporal structure of the network will be discussed in the next section. 143 The modularity of a partition of a network into communities is defined as the 144 fraction of the edges that fall within communities minus the expected fraction if edges 145 were randomly distributed [37] . We used the 'greedy modularity communities' algorithm 146 ('Networkx' Package for Python [34] ) to search for a partition of the undirected 147 trophallactic network which maximizes modularity. We found (Fig. 3a) 
Interaction direction and volume
154
When a forager ant interacts with a non-forager she typically acts as the donor 155 (76 ± 16%, N = 713 where the error signifies interactions where direction could not be 156 specified (Fig. S4a) . When a forager was the recipient, the volume transferred was 157 negligible (0.003 ± 0.008 mean±std. N = 240) in comparison to all other cases 158 (0.28 ± 0.14 mean±std. N = 1901).
159
To check for a possible choice of directionality in interactions between non-foragers 160 we calculated the probability that a fuller ant (as a fraction of her own capacity) passes 161 food to the emptier one. Within the limitations of measurements we find no such effect 162 on the direction of transfer (56 ± 17%, N = 1357, error bars as above, Figs S4a,S4d).
163
These results do not change when considering absolute amounts of the ants' food-load 164 rather than the fraction filled (Fig. S4b) .
165
We next focus on interaction volume. As the crop of the ants is of finite size this The mixing entropy, Hmix, in simulations with maximally mixing interactions applied over the empirically measured network (green curve) nearly saturates the empirically assessed upper bound Htypes (blue curve). Mixing, Hmix, in simulations where the empirically derived interaction rule is applied over maximally mixing interaction networks shows a limited rise which compares with empirical mixing rates (red curve). (b) Hybrid simulations of two extreme interaction rules preserving the empirically measured interaction schedule. The orange curve shows Hmix using only the transfers between foragers and non-foragers. The green curve depicts Hmix where every transfer is assumed to be at its maximal possible volume. These rules lead to mixing levels that are lower than those measured experimentally (red curve). Discontinuities in the plots are a consequence of the variable number of interactions among the three experiments.
resembles an exponential:
The fact that this food-transfer rule acts onṽ rather than on v itself suggests that, 174 during interactions, ants control fractions of volume rather than absolute amounts [33] . 175 Taking δ = 0.26 in the food-transfer-rule provides a good description of both the case in 176 which the donor is a forager and the case where it is a non-forager (Fig. S4c , p-value 177 p = 0.98, as computed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics on a set that includes only 178 forager to non-forager interactions versus a set that includes only interactions between 179 two non-foragers). It was previously suggested that, in interactions between foragers and 180 non-foragers, it is the recipient ant that controls interaction volume [33] . The fact that 181 the interaction volume rule does not depend on the identity of the donor is therefore 182 consistent with an assumption that the recipient ant is not aware of this identity. 
201
We have shown that the statistics of the trophallactic interaction volumes resembles 202 an exponential distribution (Fig. 3b ). In line with the above reasoning, this distribution 203 might stem from precisely controlled interactions governed by internal parameters which 204 we did not measure. However, an exponential distribution may also be the result of a 205 random process where Poisson-like dynamics govern the termination of an interaction. 206 A similar ambiguity holds for our measurements regarding the directionality of the 207 interaction. As external observers, we have no way of telling random from non-random 208 in this case. Nevertheless, we can assess the effect of possible randomness on the process 209 of mixing.
210
To this end, we ran hybrid simulations in which ants interact according to the 211 empirically measured network but in which interaction directions are chosen uniformly 212 at random and interaction volumes are stochastically generated according to the 213 empirical exponential food-transfer rule distribution (Fig. 3b) . We find that these hybrid 214 simulations exhibit limited mixing levels that are similar to the measured ones (Fig. 2c) . 215 In other words, the dynamics of food mixing does not suggest that the interacting ants 216 use intricate communication, controlled directionality, or accurate interaction volumes. 217
Maximally mixing interaction rule
218
The clustering analysis presented above suggests that reduced levels of mixing are not a 219 consequence of the network structure. However, this analysis was performed on a fixed 220 interaction network that does not capture the temporal order at which interactions 221 occurred.
222
To more accurately test whether interaction network properties limit mixing we ran 223 hybrid simulations in which we kept the empirically measured interaction schedule 
229
We find that the simulation curve of this 'maximal-mixing' rule exceeds the 230 experimental data and leads to near maximal (i.e., H types ) mixing levels (Fig. 4a) . In 231 other words, the connectivity and temporal structure of the trophallactic network can 232 support maximal homogenization and are therefore not limiting factors on the mixing 233 dynamics. This agrees with the observation that the static interaction network shows no 234 clear community structure (Fig. 3a) .
235
Maximally mixing interaction network
236
To test whether the interaction rule limits mixing we replaced the empirical interaction 237 network with randomly generated encounter patterns that are non-structured and do 
247
We find that simulated mixing over shuffled networks did not show any statistically 248 significant deviation from the empirically measured mixing process (Fig. 4a) . We 249 therefore conclude that the statistical properties of the ants' interaction rules, which 250 respect the physical capacity of the crop, will limit food mixing within the colony.
251
Extreme interaction rules
252
Our results thus far raise the interesting possibility that the value of δ is a regulator of 253 mixing. To explore this direction, we start by looking at two extreme cases: δ = 0 (for 254 non-forager donors) and δ 1 (for all ants).
255
We first ran hybrid simulations in which all forager to non-forager interactions were 256 maintained at their empirical values (corresponding to δ = 0.26) while all interactions 257 among non-foragers were omitted (corresponding to δ = 0). We find that this 258 manipulation reduces mixing levels and that interactions between pairs of non-foragers 259 indeed contribute to food mixing within the colony (Fig. 4b) .
260
The interaction dictated by δ 1 is that of maximal transfer. Here, the empirically 261 determined donor-ant was simulated to transfer as much as it could possibly pass given 262 the trivial volume constraints. In other words, the amount passed was set to be the 263 minimum of two volumes determined prior to the interaction: what the donor holds and 264 the empty space in the receiver's crop. Similar to the previous case, the maximal 265 transfer rule shows a reduced level of mixing (Fig. 4b) . Note that mixing levels do not 266 go to zero. The reason is that the crop capacity is not equal across all the workers so 267 when food is transferred it is also divided. the difference between her capacity and her current load) becomes smaller and the 274 ability to mix (the potential mixing rate) declines. Consequentially, a fast accumulation 275 rate might interfere with the mixing process.
276
As implied from the empirical interaction rule, in a receiving interaction, an ant is 277 provided with a random volume of food that follows an exponential distribution, with 278 an average that is proportional to her free storage space. This means that on average, 279 an ant receives food in a series of decreasing volumes with a parameter δ. The 280 parameter δ can thus be expected to have opposite effects on the accumulation and 281 mixing of the food: the larger the value of δ the higher the accumulation rate and the 282 lower the mixing rate (and vice versa).
283
We used a simple model to explore the possible trade-offs between the rate at which 284 food accumulates within the colony and the extent to which it is mixed. The model equal the total amount of food she collects at the food source during the entire course of 290 the experiment. This definition sets the amount of food across all colony members, M , 291 as a quantity that is conserved over time. Considering the entire colony we now define 292 the probabilityP a = n a (t)/M as the fraction of total amount of food held by any ant, 293 forager or non-forager.
294
Using these definitions entails that at t = 0 all food is held by the foragers being, therefore, completely non-mixed while at later times, as food flows into the colony, it mixes within the crops of non-forager ants. This interplay between food accumulation and food mixing can be captured by considering the mixing entropy over all ants in the colony:
Note that since foragers receive almost no food from other workers (see above) we can approximate P (f |a = f ) ≈ 1 for f = f and zero otherwise. This means that h f mix = 0 for f ∈ F and leads to a second representation of H overall mix (see SI, 'Trade-off model'):
where P colony = a∈AP a is the colony's satiation level which starts off at 0 and 295 saturates at 1 as food flows into the system [17] . This representation neatly separates 296 the dissemination behavior into a component which quantifies the extent at which food 297 is accumulated and a second component which quantifies the extent at which it is mixed. 298 We simulated an approximation to this model (see SI, 'Simulations') to study the 299 relative effects of these terms as a function of the parameterδ. The interactions of the 300 simulations approximate the empirical data by keeping the average interaction per ant 301 and the ratio between forager to non-forager and non-forager to non-forager interactions. 302 As may be expected, larger values of the parameterδ lead to larger transfer of food into 303 the colony (P colony indicated by the green line in Fig. 5a ). However, due to the finite 304 capacity of an ant's crop, larger values ofδ also hamper mixing among non-foragers
305
(H mix indicated by the blue line in Fig. 5a ). The compromise between these two factors 306 is captured by the product of these two, the total mixing entropy H These results demonstrate a robust process: as longδ does not approach the 309 extremes, both the mixing and the accumulation are comparable for a given number of 310 interactions (Fig. 5a) . Surprisingly, even though higherδ will result in a higher 311 accumulation rate, the ants seem to function at smallerδ values (red bars in Fig. 5a ). A 312 potential benefit of smallerδ values is the maintenance of similar mixing levels across 313 all ants in the colony (Fig. 5b) . This stands in agreement with our empirical evaluation 314 of the variance in mixing levels across the colony (Fig. 2d) . The experimental setup consisted of an IR-sheltered artificial nest chamber (~100 cm 2 ), 389 neighboring an open area which served as a yard. The setup was recorded by two 390 cameras (details in [17] ): the top camera images were used to extract ant identities, 391 coordinates and orientations using the BugTag software (Robiotec). The bottom camera 392 images were used to detect fluorescent-labelled, using the openCV library in Python.
393
Combining the information from both images, we associated between the identity of an 394 ant and her appropriate fluorescent image. Thus, for each experiment a database was 
Food tracking
398
The experimental trophallactic network includes a time-ordered pairwise-interaction schedule, and the volume of liquids that one ant passed/received to (from) the other. Food is tracked from the moment it is acquired by a forger from the food source. We associate this volume (food 'droplets') with the forager's barcode identity ('type'), and continue tracing these droplets as they split between the ants according to the interaction schedule. To do this, we assume that in each interaction the receiver ant receives food volume with the same distribution of types of food droplets as in the crop the donor, i.e., and the amount of food droplets of type s received by the recipient is equal to: m receiver,n,type=f = m n · c donor,f,tn /C donor,tn
Here, m n = total amount of food obtained in the event n, m receiver,n,type=f is the 399 amount of food the receiver ant received in interaction n that originally came from the 400 forager f . Also, t n is the beginning time of interaction n and c donor,f,tn is the amount of 401 food in the crop of the donor ant that originally came from forager f just before the 402 interaction began. Finally, C donor,tn is the total amount of food possessed by the donor 403 ant at time t n , i.e., just before the interaction begun.
404
Doing this, we obtain an estimation of the number of food droplets of type f within 405 the crop of ant a at any time t(n a,f (t)), which we then use to calculate entropy (see SI, 406 mathematical Framework). ants. See [17] for a detailed description of the experimental setup. In short, an artificial 548 nest was placed on a glass platform positioned between two cameras. A camera below 549 the nest filmed through the platform, capturing the fluorescence emitted from the food 550 inside the translucent ants. Meanwhile, a camera above the nest filmed through its 551 infrared shelter, capturing the barcodes on the ants' thoraxes, allowing identification of 552 single ants inside the nest. Together, footages from both cameras enabled the 553 association between each individual ant and her food load, throughout time and across 554 trophallactic events. The two cameras were synchronously triggered at a fixed frame 555 rate, (here 0.5 Hz., except for colony B which was recorded at 1 Hz.). We chose a 556 temporal resolution that is sufficient to capture events of 2 seconds since shorter 557 interactions barely involve food exchange [17] .
558
Image processing
559
Top camera images were used to extract ant identities, coordinates and orientations 560 using the BugTag software (Robiotec). Bottom camera images were used to detect 561 fluorescence with a pixel intensity threshold, using the openCV library in Python.
562
Gasters of fed ants appeared as bright "blobs" and thus passed the image threshold (for 563 details, see [17] ).
564
In order to associate between the identity of an ant and her appropriate blob, the 565 image from the upper camera was transformed to align with the fluorescent image.
566
Then, for each identified tag, a small area extended from the back of the tag toward the 567 ant's abdomen was crossed with the thresholded fluorescent image. If a blob intercepted 568 this area, it was assigned to the tag's identity.
569
Thus, for each experiment a database was obtained, which included for every frame 570 the coordinates, orientation, and measured fluorescence (in arbitrary units of pixel Each experiment consisted of a few individuals who performed consistent foraging cycles 583 between the food source and the nest. Those ants were considered as "foragers". Some 584 other individuals were occasionally observed at the food source but clearly did not 585 display such foraging cycles. For our purposes they were not considered as foragers.
586
These ants visited the food source no more than 4 times, while consistent foragers 
590
Interaction identification and crop load estimation
591
Even though the fluorescence emitted from an ant's crop is reasonably indicative of the 592 food volume, it is a noisy measurement mainly due to her highly variable postures.
593
Therefore, assuming that an ant's crop content remains constant during the intervals 594 between trophallactic events, we evaluated the temporal food load by 90 th percentile 595 fluorescence measurement acquired in each such interval [17] .
596
In order to precisely consider the relevant intervals for this estimation, the 597 trophallactic interactions were manually identified from the video. Interactions were 598 classified as trophallactic events whenever the mandibles of the participating ants came 599 in contact and the mandibles of at least one of the ants were open. For forager ants,
600
another situation in which their crop loads may change is when they directly feed from 601 the food source. These feedings were also manually identified from the video, as times 602 when a forager's open mandibles touched the food source.
603
The volume of trophallactic event
604
For each trophallactic event we recorded two measurements: one of each participating 605 ant. While the transparency factors (calculated for each ant relative to the others [17] ) 606 reduce discrepancy between these two measurements they do not eliminate them 607 completely. Thus, the amount of food transferred in an interaction n is calculated by a 608 weighted average corresponding to a maximal likelihood of normal distribution:
Where: m n -the estimate amount transferred in interaction n. Maximal transfer: the simulation follows an experimental interaction while
626
'maximal transfer rule' is applied. In this case, at each interaction, the experimental 627 donor-ant gives the maximal amount that could have passed i.e., min(donor's food load, 628 recipient's capacity -recipient's food load) and H mix is calculated as described above.
629
Foragers only: the simulation follows an experimental interaction schedule while 630 only interactions that include foragers are taken into account. The transferred amount 631 is taken from the experimental data and H mix is calculated as described above. Trade-off simulation: . This simulation approximates food flows in the trade-off 645 model as described in the main text. In this simulation all ants are assumed to have the 646 same capacity. We begin each run (in total 30 runs per givenδ) by creating a random 647 trophallaxis network that includes 60 ants in total, 4 foragers and 1000 interactions We 648 use a ratio of 3:1 between interaction that include foragers and ones that do not. These 649 parameters of the simulations were chosen to approximate the empirical data in terms 650 of number of ants, number of foragers, the average interaction per ant and the ratio 651 between forager to non-forager and non-forager to non-forager interactions. At time 652 zero, all ants are empty, except the foragers who are always completely full. The 653 simulation follows the randomly generated network, and the transferred volume is taken 654 to be a constant fraction,δ, of the potential that could have passed (this is a 655 deterministic approximation of the empirical random transfer rule described by the In our experiments, only one food source was provided: a sucrose solution. Therefore, to 665 study the mixing, we labeled each 'food droplet' by a type, according to the forager that 666 brought it(see Methods ). Therefore, the number of 'food types' equals to the number of 667 foragers in the experiment. By tracking the 'food droplets' as they passed in trophallaxis we could calculate the 669 joint probability, P a,f , that a particle of source f is in the crop of ant a:
where, n a,f − number of food particles of type f held by ant a (S3)
n a,f − is the total number of "droplets" held by non-forager workers
With this joint probability the total Entropy of the colony, H colony , is defined as the 671 Shannon Entropy (SI Fig. S1a-S1b) :
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H overall dissemination = − a∈A P a log 2 (P a ) (S7e)
In a similar way, the entropy of the colony can also be divided into the two 673 components, types and foragers' dissemination (SI Fig. S1c-S1d):
where: For the dynamics of these different entropy terms please refer to figure S1. we now define the probabilityP a = n a (t)/M as the fraction of total amount of food 688 held by any ant, forager or non-forager.
689
Note that since foragers receive almost no food from other workers we can approximate P (f |a = f ) ≈ 1 for f = f and zero otherwise. This means that h f mix = 0 for f ∈ F and leads to a second representation of H overall mix :
where P colony = a∈AP a is the colony's satiation level which starts off at 0 and 690 saturates at 1 as food flows into the system [17] . This representation, therefore, neatly 691 separates the dissemination behavior into a component which quantifies the extent at 692 which food is accumulated and a second component which quantifies the extent at 693 which it is mixed.
694 Table S2 . Entropy symbols name symbol
Colony entropy H colony (P a,f ) = − a∈A f ∈F P a,f log 2 (P a,f )
Overall dissemination entropy
Mixing entropy
Types entropy equals to fraction δ of her free space, the amount of food received in the j-th interaction 721 equals to:
assuming further that each interaction is of a different source type, the entropy of a 723 sequence of n interactions is simply: Fig. S5 . Crop entropy and the entropy generated by the largest events. Relates to Fig. 5 The number of largest events is chosen as the number of foragers in the experiment. a) PDF of crop entropy (grey) and the entropy generated by the largest events (yellow). Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic on 2 samples:KS statistic = 0.15, pvalue= 0.13. b) PDF of crop entropy (grey) and the entropy generated by the sequence (red) m1, m2, ..Mn, where mj = δ(1 − δ) j−1 , δ = 'scale' = 0.196 and n = number of foragers. Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic on 2 samples: KS statistic = 0.01, pvalue= 0.57.
